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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1031: Kowtow and Acknowledge as Master Then 

Next, entering the pill refining process, the two people each had their nerves wound up tightly. 

The Emerald Sea Truewater Pill was not the average high-grade Tier 8 medicinal pill. It did not allow for 

them to have the slightest bit of carelessness. 

But Gu Yue’s refining method was the same as his personality, very high-profile. While Xiao Ruyan’s 

refinement was methodically and unhurried. 

Of course, this did not mean that Gu Yue was flashy without substance. 

In truth, his alchemy skills were indeed very consummate. His Six Unity Heavenly Desolation Art was 

displayed flawlessly and actually already reached the realm of major accomplishment! 

In contrast, Xiao Ruyan’s was a notch weaker in technique again. What she used was the Five Elements 

Heavenly Word Art. 

Not all alchemists could train refinement techniques to the level of the Eight-Diagrams Wandering 

Dragon Secret Art. 

To Alchemy Venerables, being able to cultivate the Six Unity Heavenly Desolation Art was already very 

impressive. 

As for Xiao Ruyan, she still had not trained in the Six Unity Heavenly Desolation Art at present. 

“Sigh, fire-controlling technique is just an aspect of refining pills. It was startling just now, but this 

match, it’s probably still Gu Yue who wins.” 

“Yeah. This boy’s strength is too formidable! At a young age, he’s able to cultivate the Six Unity Heavenly 

Desolation Art to the realm of major accomplishment. In the same realm, how many people are his 

match?” 

“That girl’s age is much younger than his. But her strength is indeed formidable too. It’s just a pity that 

who she ran into was Gu Yue.” 

The surrounding alchemists were all people with rich experiences. They could practically discern the 

difference in superiority with one glance. 

The sturdiness of Gu Yue’s foundation made many of the older generations all sweat profusely with 

embarrassment. 

It was true that Xiao Ruyan was formidable, but she was still a little young in the end. 

Ao Qian opened his mouth and was just about to say something. But seeing Ye Yuan’s relaxed 

expression, the words that reached the tip of his tongue was forced back down. 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “You guys don’t need to worry. This has only just begun! It doesn’t mean that the 

refining technique being high-level, the medicinal pills refined will definitely be good.” 
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Ao Qian was left speechless. He knew that Ye Yuan would say it like that. 

But along with the progress of the refinement, Xiao Ruyan actually gradually entered an optimal state. 

The movements of her hands became faster and faster, and increasingly natural and smooth. 

The many alchemists observing the battle by the side actually became rather infatuated from watching. 

“Hiss ... Legendary Realm! This lass actually cultivated the Five Elements Heavenly Word Art to the 

Legendary Realm!” someone cried out in shock among the crowd. 

The gaze of that Alchemy Emperor expert presiding over the pill battle also became intent. He finally 

detected Xiao Ruyan’s transformation. 

Regardless of what level of refinement technique, wanting to cultivate to the great circle of perfection 

was easy. But wanting to cultivate to the Legendary Realm was even harder than ascending to the 

heavens! 

Furthermore, along with the increase in cultivation realm, after people had the ability to cultivate high-

level refinement techniques, there would also not be anyone who would expend huge amounts of 

energy to go cultivate the Legendary Realm that could not be touched at all. 

However, Xiao Ruyan did it! 

Ao Qian finally heaved a sigh in relief when he saw Xiao Ruyan’s state. But his gaze looked towards Ye 

Yuan with endless shock. 

The master was monstrous, the disciples taught were actually so freakish too! 

Who knew that Ye Yuan shook his head again and said to Ren Dong, “Your Senior Apprentice Sister is too 

slow in entering the state! How many times have I told you guys, this Five Elements Heavenly Word Art, 

the most important is to balance the powers of the Five Elements. She actually used such a long time 

before finding the feeling! Tell her when she comes back, the Five Elements Heavenly Word Art also 

needs to train an additional 50 thousand times!” 

Ao Qian nearly vomited out a mouthful of old blood. This master’s requirements ... were also too 

stringent, right? 

Although he did not know alchemy, he still knew about the Legendary Realm. 

To be able to cultivate the Five Elements Heavenly Word Art to the Legendary Realm was already an 

unthinkable thing. But Ye Yuan actually still complained about her entering the state too slowly ... 

“Yes, Master!” Ren Dong was clearly already accustomed to this and did not feel that there was anything 

inappropriate. 

Time slowly trickled by. The two people’s refinement also gradually entered a white-hot stage. 

“Emerald Sea Truewater Pill, condense!” Gu Yue gave a loud cry. The medicinal pill finally formed. 

Immediately after, Xiao Ruyan also cried out lightly, “Condense!” 

Right on the heels, the two people virtually formed the pill at the same time! 



“Beauty, how is it? Ready to be my women yet?” Gu Yue said with a smug smile. 

Finishing refining, Xiao Ruyan still felt pretty good. But hearing Gu Yue’s words, her face turned cold 

again, and she said, “You’d better think about how to be this young lady’s disciple!” 

“Heh heh, in Alchemy Venerable this realm, absolutely nobody is my match! Moreover, you’re even just 

a middle-rank Alchemy Venerable! Resign yourself to your fate!” Gu Yue said with a confident look. 

While at this time, the surrounding people all had looks of anticipation. They all wanted to take a look at 

just who won this pill battle. 

Although Gu Yue was strong, Xiao Ruyan had reached the Legendary Realm! 

“Senior, open the furnace and examine the pill then!” Gu Yue said with a wide grin. 

The Alchemy Emperor nodded his head, but took no notice of him. He went to Xiao Ruyan’s side rather 

impatiently. 

“Open!” 

The alchemy emperor pointed a finger. A medicinal pill flew out and landed in the container. 

The Alchemy Emperor’s eyes lit up, and he said, “Indeed a superior-grade Emerald Sea Truewater Pill! A 

pity, a pity, if the medicinal cauldron was swapped for something a little better, it would definitely be a 

transcendent-grade medicinal pill!” 

The Alchemy Emperor’s words made Gu Yue’s entire body tremble. The originally smug expression 

instantly turned stiff on his face. 

Superior-grade medicinal pill? This ... How was this possible? 

His gaze involuntarily looked at his own medicinal cauldron and instantly became uncertain. 

After that Alchemy Emperor sighed, he slowly came to Gu Yue’s side and retrieved the medicinal pill as 

he had done. 

“High-grade Emerald Sea Truewater Pill! Looks pretty good, just a little bit more to reach superior-grade. 

A shame, it’s still lacking some level of skill! This match, Xiao Ruyan wins!” the Alchemy Emperor said 

sonorously. 

Gu Yue’s face was ashen pale. Until now, he still did not dare to believe that this was real. 

“Impossible! This is impossible! How can she possibly refine a superior-grade Emerald Sea Truewater 

Pill?” 

The Alchemy Emperor knew Gu Yue and knew that this battle’s influence on him was probably 

tremendous. He sighed at once and said, “This lassie cultivated the Five Elements Heavenly Word Art to 

the Legendary Realm and refined a superior-grade medicinal pill. There are not many strange aspects. 

This match, you didn’t lose unjustly.” 

“L-Legendary Realm?” 



Gu Yue looked at Xiao Ruyan in disbelief. He could not tell no matter how he looked, how such a frail girl 

cultivated the Five Elements Heavenly Word Art to the Legendary Realm. 

At this time, Xiao Ruyan finally let out a sigh in relief. 

Gu Yue this fellow was arrogant, but his capabilities were really considerable. He actually almost refined 

a superior-grade medicinal pill. 

But her gaze secretly sneaked a peek at Ye Yuan. She knew that her performance, Master was probably 

very unsatisfied. 

She guessed correctly. It was just that at this time, she could not care about the punishment anymore 

either, but said to Gu Yue with a wide grin on her face, “How is it, Young Master Gu, kowtow and 

acknowledge as master then?” 

Gu Yue froze. Only then did he recall the two people’s agreement. 

This match, he was completely defeated! 

According to the agreement, he had to kowtow to Xiao Ruyan and acknowledge her as his master in 

public! 

Gu Yue revealed a look of struggle. He suddenly gritted his teeth and said, “This match, I’m willing to 

admit defeat! But to acknowledge you as my master, wait until after I have a match with him!” 

Everyone followed his gaze and looked over, and discovered that the person he was pointing at was 

precisely Ren Dong! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1032: Sticking On? 

Gu Yue’s face no longer had that look of arrogance from before. He used an entire half day’s time before 

barely managing to crawl out from the shadow of failure. 

The so-called the higher you climb, the harder you fall, using it to describe Gu Yue was perfect. 

But Gu Yue was indeed a talent as well. After half a day, he finally managed to recollect his mind and 

threw it into the face-off with Ren Dong. 

His goal was very simple: from where he fell down, from where he would get up! 

He wanted to regain confidence from Ren Dong. Otherwise, after today’s pill battles, he, a genius 

alchemist who formerly dazzled Cloudmarsh City, would probably fade into the crowd from here on. 

“Just who the hell is that little girl? Gu Yue’s 3420 consecutive victories were actually ended just like 

that?” 

“Yeah. Thinking about it, it’s just like having a dream. After Lord Qingyun Zi, Gu Yue is the first genius 

alchemist to be able to win so many matches in a row. I virtually already thought that he’d definitely be 

able to reach Lord Qingyun Zi’s height in the future!” 
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“Speaking of which, Silent Offering was Lord Qingyun Zi’s self-created fire-controlling ultimate skill. 

Could it be that this girlie actually has connections to Lord Qingyun Zi?” 

“This ... is impossible, right? I’ve never heard of Lord Qingyun Zi having a successor before!” 

Gu Yue winning over 3400 matches in a row, no one would doubt his strength. For Xiao Ruyan to be able 

to beat Gu Yue, it could only indicate that her strength was even greater. 

But at this time, everyone started to become interested in Ren Dong’s strength. 

Busybodies already knew that Ren Dong was Xiao Ruyan’s junior apprentice brother. Then whether or 

not Gu Yue would fall down twice in the same place, this was very worth looking forward to. 

The pill battle began. This time, Gu Yue unleashed all of his skills, hoping to display his strength to the 

limits. 

But everyone’s gaze was focused on Ren Dong. 

“Silent Offering again!” 

Not long after, cries of exclamations sounded out everywhere again. 

“Legendary Realm! It’s the Legendary Realm again!” 

“My God, just what kind of person can teach such a terrifying senior sister and junior brother?” 

The pill refinement ended. The Alchemy Emperor examined the pill once more. 

“Gu Yue, high-grade medicinal pill, Ren Dong, superior-grade medicinal pill! Ren Dong wins!” 

Hearing this verdict, Gu Yue directly flopped weakly onto the ground, as if he was drained completely of 

his strength, battered out of his senses. 

Although he barely managed to calm his state of mind, the shadow of the last defeat was still hovering 

in his heart. 

Under such circumstances, it was already very not easy for him to still be able to refine a high-grade 

medicinal pill. It was just that the opponent he encountered was Ren Dong. 

The present Ren Dong was already completely different from the condescending Ren Dong back then. 

Through these dozen over years of tempering, he already grew into a true grandmaster of an era. At 

present, his alchemy Dao strength was not the slightest bit inferior to Xiao Ruyan’s. 

With over 3400 matches and he had yet to taste defeat. This time, he was defeated in two matches 

straight. This blow to him was too great. 

“Heh heh, surpassing Lord Qingyun Zi, you’re still 10 thousand years too early! Your over 3400 over 

matches of consecutive wins doesn’t have much quality at all! It’s just that you never encountered a 

true opponent, that’s all! While Lord Qingyun Zi back then, practically challenged the entire Divine 

Realm’s genius alchemists with his strength alone! While you, how big of a commotion did you cause? 

Therefore ... you have got to know how to hold someone in awe!” Xiao Ruyan said nonchalantly. 



It was like Gu Yue lost his soul, completely unable to accept this fact at all. 

When a person fell from the summit, this sort of tremendous drop was very easy to make him crumble. 

The current Gu Yue was clearly like that. 

These few years, he was already extolled to the skies by the entire Cloudmarsh City, saying that he was 

going to surpass Qingyun Zi’s fame. 

But today, he was defeated twice in a row under Xiao Ruyan and Ren Dong’s hands, immediately 

crushing his powerful confidence. 

When Xiao Ruyan saw Gu Yue’s appearance, she also could not bother to haggle over it with him 

anymore. Honestly speaking, she did not wish to take such a guy in as a disciple. 

“Forget it, this young lady is magnanimous and won’t fuss about your offense of affront. Junior 

Apprentice Brother, let’s go,” Xiao Ruyan said. 

Ren Dong nodded his head and walked down the stage together with Xiao Ruyan. 

“Wait a minute!” 

The two people did not walk out far when they heard Gu Yue shouting from behind. 

Xiao Ruyan and Ren Dong turned their heads around and were just about to speak, but Gu Yue had a 

solemn look as he said, “I, Gu Yue, am a man of my words! Since I lost to you, I’ll admit my loss!” 

Slam! 

Gu Yue immediately gave a loud kowtow and shouted, “Master!” 

Slam! 

“Master!” 

Slam! 

“Master!” 

Gu Yue directly kowtowed three times and called master thrice. It was not perfunctory at all. 

Him being so unabashed made Xiao Ruyan rather surprised instead. In this instant, her impression of Gu 

Yue had a slight change. 

Presumably, this guy was an ignorant youth whose confidence swelled to the extreme, unaware of the 

logic of, there was always someone better and a heaven beyond heaven. 

But honestly speaking, this guy’s alchemy Dao strength was still rather formidable. 

Although his foundation was not as solid as the two of them, it was also hard to come by among young 

people. 

Xiao Ruyan waved her hand when she saw the situation and said, “Alright, alright, this matter ends here. 

It’s just losing two matches of pill battles, no big deal. Knowing humiliation and striving harder 

afterward, that is how a real man ought to be.” 



Xiao Ruyan had an old teacher appearance, and actually really took herself to be his master, and started 

lecturing Gu Yue. 

She did not expect Gu Yue to say with a stern countenance, “I, Gu Yue, am true to my words! These two 

matches, I’m wholehearted convinced by my loss! From now onwards, I, Gu Yue, will be Miss Ruyan’s 

disciple! Master is high above, please accept a bow from this disciple!” 

As he said, he gave another kowtow, and it was considered the ceremony of acknowledging a master. 

With this, it was Xiao Ruyan who was caught rather by surprise instead. She hurriedly waved her hand 

and said, “No way, no way, I don’t have the qualifications to accept disciples! This young lady hasn’t 

even graduated from apprenticeship myself!” 

But Gu Yue scrambled to his feet and said, “The two of us had an agreement beforehand, how can you 

renege on your word? There are so many people in the same profession bearing witness today, how can 

I, Gu Yue, be someone who gets fat on eating his words? No matter what, I’m already your disciple! 

Wherever you go, I’ll follow!” 

Hearing that, Xiao Ruyan’s face turned black. This guy was actually like a dog-skin plaster, sticking onto 

her? 

Not far again, when Ao Qian saw this scene, he could not help finding it funny as he said, “This brat has 

some good judgment. Him wanting to acknowledge Miss Xiao as his master is probably still aiming for 

milord! To be able to walk out from the shadow of defeat so quickly, he’s a promising talent too.” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “These two matches might be a new beginning for him. If he really completed 

5000 matches of consecutive victories, the path in the future will be even more arduous instead. When 

he breaks through to Alchemy Emperor Realm, he’d probably also just be mediocre. The strength of 

Alchemy Emperor powerhouses, he likely still thought too simply in the past.” 

Regarding Ye Yuan’s words, Ao Qian and the rest all deeply felt that way too. 

Ye Yuan could crush 5000 over Alchemy Emperors, did not mean that others could also crush 5000 over 

Alchemy Emperors. 

No matter what, Alchemy Emperors were the current Divine Realm alchemists’ apex existences. Their 

strength brooked no underestimation. 

“Your Excellency, what to do about this matter? How about, I go and beat that brat down, in case he 

sticks onto?” Ao Qian said. 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “Let him be. I want to see just how much sincerity he has.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1033: Play Another Round 

Receiving Ye Yuan’s look, Xiao Ruyan and Ren Dong did not care about Gu Yue either. They directly 

followed Ye Yuan and prepared to leave. 

Gu Yue was really like a sticky candy, following Xiao Ruyan at every step. 
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The Divine King expert who was constantly following Gu Yue followed behind Gu Yue. 

“Wang Qian, you return to the lodging and wait for me first. Before I find you, don’t come over and look 

for me anymore,” Gu Yue instructed. 

Wang Qian’s expression stiffened, and he said with difficulty, “Young Master, this … Could it be that you 

really want to acknowledge that little girl as your master? In my view, even though that girl’s strength is 

very strong, it’s still just slightly stronger compared to Young Master. She’s still not qualified enough to 

be your master!” 

Gu Yue shook his head and said, “You don’t understand! The disparity between me and her right now 

isn’t large. But along with the passage of time, the disparity between me and her will become greater 

and greater! By the time we both reach peak Alchemy Emperor Realm, this young master will probably 

not even be able to see her back view anymore.” 

Wang Qian looked at his young master oddly. Gu Yue’s personality, he was all too clear. This sort of 

words that diminished his own prestige, he would never say it. 

Looks like today, he was really utterly convinced by his loss. 

“But Young Master, if Family Head knows of this matter …” Wang Qian said hesitantly. 

Gu Yue waved his hand and said, “You don’t say, I don’t say, how will he know?” 

Wang Qian knew Young Master’s temperament. Helpless, he could only leave by himself. 

Ye Yuan’s party divided the crowd and were just about to leave, but had their path blocked by a group of 

people. 

The person at the front looked around 30 plus years old, with a highly spirited appearance. The most 

conspicuous was the high-rank Alchemy Emperor badge on his chest. 

The Divine Realm had many Alchemy Emperors. But people who were able to reach high-rank alchemy 

emperor were scanty few. 

Between initial-rank Alchemy Emperor and high-rank Alchemy Emperor was an insurmountable chasm. 

High-rank Alchemy Emperor, was the highest rank realm among the alchemist realms that the Alchemist 

Association divided! 

Which was also to say that within the scope that the Alchemist Association recognized, high-rank 

Alchemy Emperor was the pinnacle of alchemists. 

Of course, it was not that there was no disparity between high-rank Alchemy Emperors and high-rank 

Alchemy Emperors. 

Among alchemists, there was a form of address towards an extremely small group of people, that was 

peak Alchemy Emperor. 

This peak Alchemy Emperor was somewhat similar to the Void Mystic Realm in essence energy 

cultivation realms. 



Only by being publicly recognized by everyone as a peak Alchemy Emperor, was it truly standing at the 

apex of the Divine Realm’s alchemists. 

And only peak Alchemy Emperors, would be addressed respectfully as ‘Zi.’ 

This group of people was the bunch of people who truly guided the direction of the Divine Realm’s 

alchemy world. 

Of course, even so, this high-rank Alchemy Emperor in front was an exceedingly rare existence too. 

“Didn’t think that our former peerless genius, Qingyun Zi, actually fell to such a plight today. Tsk 

tsk, initial-rank Alchemy Emperor, is it? The Qingyun Zi who slaughtered in all directions in Cloudmarsh 

City back then actually returned to the starting point now. Hahaha …” 

That person laughed wildly, his laughter carrying a ton of satisfaction. Seeing Ye Yuan encounter a 

calamity at present, he seemed to be very liberated. 

But his words caused a mighty uproar among the crowd. 

“Qingyun Zi! Lord Zuo Qing said that he was Lord Qingyun Zi just now? This … There’s no mistake, right?” 

“What?! That young man is Lord Qingyun Zi? How is this possible?” 

“Didn’t Lord Qingyun Zi perish long ago? Could it be that who Lord Zuo Qing is talking about is another 

Qingyun Zi?” 

“Are you a pig? In this world, apart from Ji Qingyun, who else dares to proclaim to be Qingyun Zi?” 

… 

Everyone’s gaze all looked over towards Ye Yuan, being astounded by this unexpected news. 

Ji Qingyun not dying, this news, was seriously too astonishing. Especially in Cloudmarsh City this place. 

In this city, Ji Qingyun was a godlike existence! 

His achievement on the Alchemy Emperor Proclamation was a myth-like record. For 100 thousand years, 

he was the one-and-only legendary figure! 

The alchemists mucking around in Cloudmarsh City, regardless of how strong their strength was, their 

goal was only one: Ji Qingyun! 

Back then when Qingyun Zi fell, the entire Cloudmarsh City stunned. 

There were many alchemists who immediately formed organizations to mourn for Ji Qingyun. 

But now, Ji Qingyun actually came back to life! 

How could this news not shock them? 

Zuo Qing said with a roaring laugh, “That’s right, this young man called Ye Yuan at the moment is 

precisely your idol, Ji Qingyun! At present, he’s merely just a stray dog!” 



The expressions of Ao Qian and the rest all changed and they wanted to make a move to deal with Zuo 

Qing. 

This guy actually insulted people with words! 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and stopped them from taking action, and he said nonchalantly, “A good dog 

doesn’t block the path, get lost!” 

“Yo, this imposing momentum really doesn’t lose out to back then! It’s just a shame that your strength is 

far too lacking!” Zuo Qing did not get angry either and just ridiculed. 

Ye Yuan darted him a glance and said indifferently, “Looks like some people forgot about the matter of 

losing until buck-naked back then.” 

Ye Yuan naturally recognized this Zuo Qing in front of him. Among the people who challenged him back 

then, this Zuo Qing was also one whose strength was very formidable. 

It was just that this guy’s utilitarian heart was too strong and wanted to step on his reputation to climb 

up. 

Other than things related to pill battles, they even added another clause. The one who loses would take 

off all of their clothes and run for three days and nights in Cloudmarsh City. 

The result was naturally that Zuo Qing was crushed until he was beaten blue and black. 

This matter was treated as a conversation topic 300 years ago and was a joke for a very long period of 

time. 

300 years later, this Zuo Qing actually became Cloudmarsh City’s deputy city lord with a shake of his 

body. 

With the white tiger battle, the news of Ji Qingyun returning was already not some secret among the 

Divine Realm’s upper echelons. 

With Zuo Qing’s status, knowing about Ye Yuan was also not some unexpected thing. 

Upon hearing Ye Yuan mention this incident, Zuo Qing’s face immediately became black as the bottom 

of a pot. 

Over 300 years had passed, Cloudmarsh City’s alchemists had long changed batch after batch already. 

But there were still some who knew about the matter back then. 

“Humph! A stray dog actually dares to be so cocky too! Publicly appearing in Cloudmarsh City, aren’t you 

afraid of Ji Canglan coming to kill you?” Zuo Qing said with a cold snort. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “No need for you to worry about that. You’d best worry about the clothes on 

you.” 

Zuo Qing could not help being stifled by this. Ye Yuan just kept using this matter to irk him. He could not 

do anything at all. 



“You’re indeed still as revolting as back then! However … since our beloved Lord Qingyun Zi came back, 

are you interested in playing another round? You’re being addressed respectfully as Qingyun Zi. Even if 

you’re only initial-rank Alchemy Emperor at the moment, your strength probably can’t be 

underestimated either, right? You look, this Cloudmarsh City’s countless alchemists all view you as their 

idol. Could it be that you have no intention of broadening their horizons?” Zuo Qing suddenly switched 

faces and said mockingly. 

Over 300 years had passed. Zuo Qing’s strength could not be mentioned in the same breath long ago, 

while Ye Yuan only had initial-rank Alchemy Emperor strength at present. He was betting on that Ye 

Yuan did not dare to compete with him. 

When he knew that Ye Yuan showed up in Cloudmarsh City, his first reaction was to come over and 

humiliate him ruthlessly. 

Zuo Qing’s suggestion was not held in contempt by the surrounding audience. On the contrary, each and 

every one of them all revealed a look of anticipation. 

If it were others, they would definitely feel that Zuo Qing was bullying the weak as the strong. But Ye 

Yuan was different. Ye Yuan was the god in their hearts and was undefeatable. 

Even if Zuo Qing was a high-rank Alchemy Emperor, it was impossible for Lord Qingyun Zi to lose to him 

either! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1034: Han Qing Zi 

Except, this was the way they saw it. 

Reaching Zuo Qing’s boundary, one would know just how great the gap between initial-rank Alchemy 

Emperor and high-rank Alchemy Emperor was. 

He spent three hundred years before breaking through from initial-rank Alchemy Emperor to high-rank 

Alchemy Emperor. While at present, Ji Qingyun had merely just entered Alchemy Emperor Realm. 

Which was equivalent to saying that Ye Yuan was marching on the spot for these 300 years. 

Zuo Qing trained bitterly for 300 years. If he could not even beat the Ji Qingyun who was marching on 

the spot, he should find a piece of tofu to go commit suicide already. 

Him saying these words was undoubtedly wanting to extol Ye Yuan high up to the skies, then in front of 

everybody, to slay a god! 

As long as he could defeat Ji Qingyun, he would obtain innumerable fame and status. Of course, there 

was still limitless resources. 

Qingyun Zi was high up on the summit. His status was God knows how many times higher compared to 

when he just entered Alchemy Emperor Realm back then! 

Slaughtering in all directions in Cloudmarsh City was merely minor squabbles. 

But 300 years later, Qingyun Zi was a true apex figure. 
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Dragging Ji Qingyun down at this time, the implications were far greater compared to back then. 

Although somewhat winning through unorthodox means, who asked Ji Qingyun to dare appear in 

Cloudmarsh City in a swaggering manner? 

Ye Yuan smiled, smiled until Zuo Qing felt rather apprehensive. 

To Zuo Qing, Ji Qingyun was the nightmare that he could never wipe away for life. 

After the battle back then, Ji Qingyun had a meteoric rise and climbed directly to a high position, and 

only used a very short time to ascend to the pinnacle of the Divine Realm’s alchemy world. 

While he, although it was not to the extent of fading into the crowd, so many years had passed, but he 

was still unable to break through to the boundary of peak Alchemy Emperor. 

This step was far too difficult! 

“It’s been 300 years. You, this fellow, are really sludge that can’t hold a wall up! You’re sure that you 

want to have a pill battle with me?” Ye Yuan stood with his hands behind his back as he said with a faint 

smile. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s calm and collected appeared, Zuo Qing’s heart could not refrain from pounding. 

Qingyun Zi’s fame was seriously too overwhelming. Furthermore, his awe-inspiring reputation was 

gotten from match after match of crushing others. 

Except, the moment he thought about Ye Yuan’s current realm, Zuo Qing set his mind at ease 

considerably again. 

This guy was definitely pretending to be mysterious! 

“Look at what you’re saying, to be able to obtain Lord Qingyun Zi’s guidance, this Zuo is honored in 

every possible way!” Zuo Qing said with a smile. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “Alright then, as you wish! Honestly speaking, coming to Cloudmarsh 

City, I really still somewhat reminisce the feeling back then!” 

Hearing Ye Yuan and Zuo Qing’s conversation, Gu Yue wished to find a piece of rock to commit suicide! 

He actually postured in front of Lord Qingyun Zi! He really postured in front of Lord Qingyun Zi! 

Who lent him the gall to dare posture in front of Lord Qingyun Zi? 

Gu Yue’s confidence swelled at one point and thought that he really could surpass Qingyun Zi. 

But he could not even beat Lord Qingyun Zi’s disciples ... 

“Master, he ... he’s really Lord Qingyun Zi?” Gu Yue pulled Xiao Ruyan and thickened his skin to ask. 

Xiao Ruyan flung him off and said smilingly, “Otherwise, what do you think?” 

Slap! Slap! 



Gu Yue viciously gave himself two tight slaps and said, “Ask you to have eyes but fail to see! Ask you to 

be condescending! Master, you must take me in as a disciple! I, Gu Yue, must acknowledge you as my 

master!” 

“This young lady can’t make the call. I myself haven’t even graduated from apprenticeship yet!” Xiao 

Ruyan said. 

... 

“Hahaha! I knew that Lord Qingyun Zi wouldn’t die that easily!” 

“Lord Qingyun Zi’s demise was a major loss to the Divine Realm’s alchemy world. Back then, I was even 

lamentful about this for a long time! Didn’t think that he actually seized possession and revived!” 

“Lord Qingyun Zi is my life-long goal! Back then, when I heard the news of his demise, I really almost 

broke down! I just can’t imagine that he really didn’t die!” 

Quite a number of alchemists, especially the young alchemists, were all like they were injected with 

stimulants. 

When they knew that Ye Yuan was Ji Qingyun, they were really incredibly agitated. 

In the alchemy world, Ye Yuan was an absolute paradigm-like figure. He was different from those 

veteran peak alchemy emperors. When he advanced to peak Alchemy Emperor, he was too young. 

Furthermore, being young and rash back then, slaughtering in all directions in Cloudmarsh City and 

becoming the number one person in 100 thousand years, this made him become countless genius 

alchemists’ idol. 

This emotional turmoil of losing and recovering their idol again was what ordinary people could not 

imagine. 

Seeing the appearance of emotions running high everywhere, Ao Qian and co. were endlessly amazed 

too. 

They were all the older generation figures already. The things that they had experienced were far, too 

many. But they had never seen before that someone’s sway in the Divine Realm could be so great! 

Even Ao Qian, this old monster who lived for 40 thousand years, he felt that he had broadened his 

horizons today too. 

As for Zuo Qing, he sneered coldly in his heart. 

When I trample your idol under my foot, I really want to see what kind of expressions you all have! 

The current Ye Yuan was already not the Ji Qingyun back then! 

Thinking in his heart, Zuo Qing opened his mouth again and said, “Lord Qingyun Zi, why not play the 

little game back then one more time?” 

Ye Yuan was stunned and immediately could not help laughing in spite of himself as he said, “Your 

present identity is extraordinary. Doing this sort of disgraceful thing again isn’t too good, right?” 



“Huhu, just having some fun.” Zuo Qing said like he had everything planned out. 

“Alright then, since you’re willing to lose face yourself, that’s up to you too. However, the two of us 

competing in alchemy, who will be the judge?” Ye Yuan refrained from commenting. 

Zuo Qing froze. He did not think about this. 

With the two of their identities, the average person really could not become a judge. 

“I wonder if this old man has the qualifications to be the judge?”Right then, a hoarse and aged voice 

suddenly sounded out from among the crowd. 

Everyone looked over trying to find the owner of the voice. They saw an old man whose hair and beard 

were all white appear in the crowd, with a sage-like appearance. 

Zuo Qing’s gaze turned serious as he said in surprise, “Turns out that it’s Lord Han Qing Zi. O-Of course 

you have this qualification!” 

Han Qing Zi was an itinerant alchemist without any sect. But he, this person, was famous for being 

impartial. His prestige in the alchemy world was extremely high. 

It was naturally the most suitable for him to be the judge. 

But when Ye Yuan saw Han Qing Zi, he could not help laughing as he said, “You, this old fellow who’s 

halfway into the earth, actually came to join in the fun too!” 

Han Qing Zi slowly got on the stage and said smilingly, “The Immemorial Medicine Garden opening, this 

kind of grand age, which alchemist wouldn’t be moved? It’s just that this old man never thought that 

you actually came back!” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Came back, some things have to be done! This kind of small squabble, I didn’t 

think that you’re also willing to join in. Not afraid of demeaning your status either?” 

Han Qing Zi burst into laughter when he heard that and said, “You look at the expressions of everyone 

below the stage, do you still feel that it’s a minor spat? Furthermore, not meeting for so many years, this 

old man is also very curious whether your alchemy Dao cultivation really declined or not.” 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said, “Fine then. Thinking it over, only you’re the most suited too. 

Begin then.” 

Han Qing Zi and Ye Yuan had a good talk but hung Cloudmarsh City’s deputy city lord out to dry at one 

side. This made Zuo Qing gloomy to the extreme. 

But he also knew that with how Han Qing Zi was chatting happily with Ye Yuan, regarding passing 

judgment this sort of thing, he absolutely would not be partial to one side. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1035: Let Him Run First 

At the end, the pill formula that Han Qing Zi picked for the two people was the Purple Clarity 

Jadeheaven Pill. 
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The Purple Clarity Jadeheaven Pill was a high-grade Tier 9 medicinal pill. The difficulty level was 

intermediate. To high-rank Alchemy Emperors, it was also not that easy to be able to refine. 

Of course, with Zuo Qing’s strength, refining it should not be too big of a problem. It was just the 

question of grade. 

Toward this, Ye Yuan had a look of indifference. 

Zuo Qing sneered coldly in his heart: “Pretentious! I’ll see until when you can pretend like that!” 

“Begin then!” Han Qing said coolly. 

Zuo Qing already mustered up enough power. Under Han Qing Zi’s command, his palm shook and 

directly shattered the spirit medicines on the table to dust. 

Shattering medicine and condensing the embryo! 

The moment Zuo Qing made his move, his technique astounded everyone. 

Zuo Qing was also considered an example of striving harder after knowing humiliation. After being 

defeated by Ye Yuan, he did not fall into low spirits. He cultivated with all his might instead. Within a 

short 300 years time, he reached the boundary of high-rank Alchemy Emperor. 

Within 300 years from initial-rank Alchemy Emperor to high-rank Alchemy Emperor, this was a very 

impressive achievement. 

Not everyone could be as freakish as Ye Yuan, to be able to accomplish to this extent within a short 

several dozen years. 

In truth, when Ye Yuan left Cloudmarsh City, he was already a middle-rank Alchemy Emperor. 

Those few years, Ye Yuan’s pill battle intensity was tremendous. But he also learned from others’ strong 

points and was also a massive improvement to his alchemy Dao strength. 

Therefore, that was why Zuo Qing’s achievements would be overshadowed when placed in front of Ye 

Yuan. 

When Zuo Qing was still middle-rank Alchemy Emperor, Ye Yuan was already on equal footing with 

those apex powerhouses in the Divine Realm. 

As Cloudmarsh City’s deputy city lord, Zuo Qing normally would not easily take action either. 

Making a move here today displayed his profound skills. 

Except, Ye Yuan did something that astounded people even more. He walked right out of the array 

formation and started chatting with Han Qing Zi. 

Han Qing Zi was stupefied and immediately laughed in spite of himself as he said, “You brat, this is also 

looking down on Zuo Qing too much, right? No matter what, he’s also Cloudmarsh City’s deputy city lord 

now. His strength can’t be underestimated!” 

Ye Yuan took a look at Zuo Qing and said with a faint smile, “Let him do it first. Otherwise, he’ll say that I 

bully him later.” 



Zuo Qing was originally fully immersed in the process of shattering the medicines and condensing the 

embryo. But his eyes glimpsed toward Ye Yuan’s action, and he nearly spewed out a mouthful of old 

blood. 

Fortunately, his strength indeed stood above others and controlled those spirit medicines. 

“This damn fellow, definitely infuriating me on purpose! Ignore him, as long as I refine the medicinal pill, 

this guy will lose for sure!” Zuo Qing cursed inwardly. 

Actually, Ye Yuan was really not angering him. In Ye Yuan’s view, once alchemists enter the pill refining 

state, they would devote their heart and soul into it. How could they still have the thought to care about 

others? 

But Zuo Qing just took notice of him! 

First of all, on focus, Zuo Qing lost to Ye Yuan by more than a level. 

Ye Yuan just purely felt that this sort of pill battle had no difficulty to speak of to him at all. 

Refining high-grade Tier 9 medicinal pills was nothing difficult for him. 

Refining the Nine Truth Pill the last time, Ye Yuan was just pursuing the strongest medicinal effect, that 

was why he would bring out his full strength. 

However, the moment Zuo Qing made his move just now, he already lost interest in the pill battle. 

Too weak! 

Ye Yuan’s shattering medicine and condensing medicinal embryo, and Zuo Qing’s shattering medicine 

and condensing medicinal embryo, the two were different. 

When experts made their move, the genuine and the fake would become clear at a glance. Zuo Qing’s 

shattering medicine and condensing the embryo was completely unable to fully unleash the medicinal 

effects of the spirit medicines. His level of skill was still far too lacking. 

Han Qing Zi shook his head and laughed in spite of himself as he said, “In that case, he doesn’t have any 

hope at all?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Not even a shred.” 

Han Qing Zi sighed slightly and said, “Looks like these 20 years, not only did your alchemy Dao strength 

not decline, it grew with each passing day instead!” 

Ye Yuan said, “Aren’t you the same too?” 

Han Qing Zi shook his head and said, “That’s different! This lifetime, you probably put most of your 

effort on the Martial Path, right? But hearing the news of your demise back then, this old man was still 

really stunned for a long time.” 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “It’s still Elder Brother, you, who are concerned about me! Some old fellows were 

probably thrilled until they skipped around when they heard the news of my demise, right? Uh ... 

including that guy over there.” 



Han Qing Zi said with a smile, “This old man doesn’t have any conflicts of interest with you either. I 

naturally won’t look forward to you dying. If you can really seek out the path of Deity Realm, it might 

even let us, these old fellows, receive endless benefits!” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “How can the path of Deity Realm be so easy? For 100 thousand years, 

how many astonishing talented people could not do it, let alone me?” 

Han Qing Zi scolded laughingly, “You punk, being insincere with your words!” 

The two people exchanged a glance, and both started laughing. 

These two people had a lively conversation and muddled the people below the stage silly. 

It was true that Lord Qingyun Zi was their idol. But slighting Lord Zuo Qing like this was also looking 

down on people too much, right? 

After all, Lord Qingyun Zi was only an initial-rank Alchemy Emperor currently! 

Could it be that Lord Qingyun Zi seizing possession and reviving, his personality also suffered influence? 

No one would have thought that this chat would be an entire day’s time. 

Han Qing Zi and Ye Yuan, the two people conversed very engrossedly. At times, they laughed heartily. 

Sometimes, their brows knitted despondently, as if completely forgotten about the pill battle. 

Refining high-grade Tier 9 medicinal pills, at least needed three day’s time to be able to form the pill too. 

But Ye Yuan wasted a day just like that. How could he still compete?” 

All the way until the second day noon, Ye Yuan slowly got up and said, “Elder Brother, let’s catch up 

later. I’ll send this guy packing first.” 

Han Qing Zi nodded his head and said smilingly, “You got to pay close attention. With this waste, it’s a 

day and a half’s time.” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Relax, definitely coming out before this guy.” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan directly entered the array formation. 

But Han Qing Zi’s expression turned solemn. Slow by a day and a half, and still could come out before 

Zuo Qing? 

This point, even he himself could not do it either! 

Could it be that reviving for these 20 years, Ji Qingyun’s alchemy Dao strength improvement was 

actually so great? 

Ye Yuan came before the table, and his palm force likewise shook, directly shattering those Tier 9 spirit 

medicines to dust. 

Similarly shattering medicines and condensing embryo, Ye Yuan’s move was far more beautiful 

compared to him! 

Seeing this scene, Han Qing Zi’s expression became a little more solemn. 



Reaching his level, who was better or lousier, was clear at a glance. Just this move, Ye Yuan’s strength 

was more than plenty to shake Zuo Qing off more than 10 streets behind! 

“This brat’s control of essence energy seems to have become more exquisite! Really a freak!” Han Qing 

Zi muttered to himself. 

The medicinal embryo’s refinement done, Ye Yuan urged with one hand, and the Cleansing Sandal 

Sacred Flame started heating up the medicinal cauldron. 

His technique was virtually identical with Xiao Ruyan and Ren Dong’s previously, like starting a fire to 

cook a meal. 

But the moment he made his move, it was totally different from the two disciples. 

“Really seeing ghosts! Clearly starting a fire to cook a meal, how can Lord Qingyun Zi’s Silent Offering 

make people feast their eyes upon it like so?” 

“Lord Qingyun Zi is Lord Qingyun Zi! Before reincarnating, how many years has it been since we’ve seen 

him take action already! This is the style of a peak Alchemy Emperor!” 

“But he’s already slow by a day and a half’s time. Can he catch up to Lord Zuo Qing’s rate of progress?” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1036: Already Gone 

Han Qing Zi’s astonishment was completely different from the rest. 

Tier 9 Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame! It was actually a Tier 9 Cleansing Sandal Sacred Flame! 

Using this essence fire to refine medicinal pills was simply successful in every endeavor! 

Although Ye Yuan was just initial-rank Alchemy Emperor strength at the moment, no idea why, Han Qing 

Zi kept having a feeling of not being able to see through. 

“Looks like this Ji Qingyun is already not the Ji Qingyun back then!” Han Qing Zi heaved a long sigh and 

said. 

In the process of everyone’s astonishment, Ye Yuan already heated the medicinal cauldron to a state of 

glittering and crystal clarity with immense speed. 

It was just that his kind of glittering and crystal clear was god knows how many times stronger compared 

to Xiao Ruyan and Ren Dong’s kind of transparency. 

The entire medicinal cauldron was virtually already in a transparent state. 

Everyone all knew that the moment Ye Yuan’s essence fire stopped, this medicinal cauldron would 

surely be wasted. 

This approach was over-drafting the medicinal cauldron’s life force to stimulate an even stronger pill 

refinement effect. 

“Eight-Diagrams Wandering Dragon Secret Art! Legendary Realm!” shouted someone. The moment the 

pill refinement started, someone cried out in shock. 
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Ye Yuan did not have any hesitation and directly entered the Legendary Realm! Furthermore, it was the 

extremely high-rank Eight-Diagrams Wandering Dragon Secret Art! 

“Probably only an existence like Lord Qingyun Zi could enter the Legendary Realm as and when he 

pleased, right?” 

“Indeed well-deserving of being Lord Qingyun Zi. This kind of refinement simply makes people feel 

refreshed in spirit!” 

What Zuo Qing used was also the Eight-Diagrams Wandering Dragon Secret Art. But it was the realm of 

major accomplishment. It did not even reach the great circle of perfection. 

In contrast, the disparity between the two people was too obvious. 

But Han Qing Zi’s brows furrowed and he muttered under his breath, “This punk should have long 

grasped the Nine Stars Imperial Heaven Art already. He actually only used the Eight-Diagrams 

Wandering Dragon Secret Art? Where did his confidence come from?” 

Ye Yuan’s every movement and action, Han Qing Zi was very perplexed. 

It was leaping realms to do battle in the first place, Ye Yuan actually only used the Eight-Diagrams 

Wandering Dragon Secret Art and wanted to refine a high-grade Tier 9 medicinal pill. It was likely not 

easy, right? 

Zuo Qing this high-rank Alchemy Emperor was not touted out. A conservative estimation, Zuo Qing could 

also refine a high-grade Purple Clarity Jadeheaven Pill. 

For Ye Yuan to want to win, it at least had to be superior-grade too. 

But could it be done? 

Even though it was just the Eight-Diagrams Wandering Dragon Secret Art, each one of Ye Yuan’s seals 

secretly incorporated Heavenly Dao, giving people a feeling of mystery and hard to fathom. 

The same move, when used by different people, the effects were totally different. 

As luck would have it, what Zuo Qing and Ye Yuan used was both the Eight-Diagrams Wandering Dragon 

Secret Art. The moment people with discerning eyes saw, they could immediately distinguish the level of 

superiority. 

The two people’s understanding of alchemy skills was completely not on the same level. 

Through the transparent medicinal cauldron, people could see that in Ye Yuan’s medicinal cauldron, that 

gradually forming medicinal pill seemed to be jumping for joy under the essence fire’s envelopment, like 

it was dancing. 

Very soon, the people surrounding were completely brought into the pill refinement process of pleasing 

the eyes and mind by Ye Yuan. 

Gu Yue’s heart nearly jumped out when he watched Ye Yuan’s pill refinement in the crowd. 



“Too terrific! This is true pill refinement! This is a true expert! I ... I ...” Talking until the back, Gu Yue was 

virtually rambling incoherently already. 

Xiao Ruyan looked at him like looking at a moron and said speechlessly, “Didn’t you say that you want to 

surpass Lord Qingyun Zi? Where did that confidence of yours go to?” 

Gu Yue said, “That was merely youthful unbridledness, doesn’t count! Now, I’ve already turned over a 

new leaf and swear to follow in Lord Qingyun Zi’s footsteps! Starting from now, he’s my idol, my life-

long goal!” 

Xiao Ruyan had nothing to say. This guy’s transformation was also too great, right? 

Yesterday, he was still young and frivolous. Today, he turned over a new leaf already? 

However, Xiao Ruyan more or less also discerned a little. Gu Yue was really infatuated with alchemy 

Dao. 

Only the fascination of alchemy Dao could turn a haughty youth into this. 

Speaking of which, wasn’t Junior Apprentice Brother Ren Dong the same too? 

In a twinkle, a day’s time passed. Everyone was immersed in Ye Yuan’s pill refinement, unable to 

extricate themselves. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan gave a light cry, “Purple Clarity Jadeheaven Pill, condense!” 

The moment the essence fire was withdrawn, the medicinal pill was already formed! 

Murmur . .. 

Following Ye Yuan’s essence fire withdrawing, the medicinal cauldron instantly turned into a pile of 

black charcoal, falling apart to pieces. 

Ye Yuan lightly beckoned, and the medicinal pill flew into the container. 

Han Qing Zi’s expression turned intent, and he said in amazement, “This ... It’s done already?” 

He entered the array formation to carry out the inspection of the medicinal pill impatiently. When he 

saw the medicinal pill, he could not help looking at Ye Yuan in astonishment. 

“T-Transcendent-grade! You actually used the Eight-Diagrams Wandering Dragon Secret Art to refine out 

a transcendent-grade Purple Clarity Jadeheaven Pill?” Han Qing Zi said in disbelief. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Just a Purple Clarity Jadeheaven Pill. It’s also not some unique medicinal pill, 

how can it be that hard to refine?” 

Medicinal pills used to compete in alchemy were all not some truly special medicinal pills. 

To a powerhouse like Ye Yuan, refining was completely as easy as blowing off dust. 

Of course, that was referring to matching his strength. But the current Ye Yuan was merely just an initial-

rank Alchemy Emperor. Saying these words was a little exaggerated. 



Han Qing Zi was speechless as he said, “I’ve also heard about your matters. It was said that your soul 

force already broke through the limitations of cultivation realm. Actually, you’re already half a middle-

rank Alchemy Emperor now. It’s just that even so, your refinement was also a bit too shocking!” 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “Reincarnating for another life, thought through some things that I couldn’t 

figure out in the past instead. It’s considered having some accidental gains. This Purple Clarity 

Jadeheaven Pill is seriously not considered a big deal to me.” 

Han Qing Zi smiled bitterly when he heard that and said, “You brat, you’re really a freak! Saying that you 

have the greatest hope of breaking through to the Alchemy God Realm is absolutely not just saying it!” 

Actually, Ye Yuan did not tell the truth. The reason why he could attain such an effect was actually still 

all thanks to the refinement of the Nine Truth Pill the last time. 

After that time, his understanding of alchemy Dao became even deeper. Even if he deliberately 

concealed Divine Dao laws, refining a medicinal pill like the Purple Clarity Jadeheaven Pill was still very 

effortless. 

The refinement last time could be said to have utterly broadened his horizons, letting him stand on a 

higher level to look at the problem. 

Going back to refine Tier 9 medicinal pills now, that feeling was totally different. 

Ye Yuan patted Han Qing Zi’s shoulders and said with a smile, “Thanks for your auspicious words! The 

matters over here will have to trouble elder brother. This guy still needs to refine god knows how long. I 

won’t be keeping company.” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan brought Xiao Ruyan and the rest and immediately left. When Gu Yue saw the 

situation, he also waddled along and followed behind. 

The moment Ye Yuan left, a large group of people dispersed with a loud bang, all running after Ye Yuan. 

They did not know what they wanted to do either and just followed Ye Yuan regardless. Perhaps it was 

just purely wanting to see how this former apex expert was like at present. 

Han Qing Zi could not help smiling wryly and saw Ye Yuan off with his gaze. 

... 

After half a day, it was already empty below the stage. 

“Purple Clarity Jadeheaven Pill, condense!” Zuo Qing gave a fierce cry and the medicinal pill finally 

formed. 

“Hahaha! Did pretty well this time! Even if it can’t reach superior-grade, it shouldn’t be far off as well!” 

Zuo Qing said with a loud laugh. 

Suddenly, he discovered that something was not quite right, and could not help looking below the stage, 

and was immediately stunned: “Where are the people?” 

Han Qing Zi gave him a pitiful glance and went up to pat him on the shoulders as he said with a sigh, 

“The people are already gone! 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1037: The Dog at Grand Master’s Feet 

“Master, that punk is still kneeling outside, insisting on acknowledging me as his master. I already taught 

him a vicious lesson just now, but he refused to leave!” 

Xiao Ruyan was already messed by Gu Yue this sticky candy until she had no temper. 

No matter how she hit, how she scolded, Gu Yue was completely indifferent. 

In short, it was not retaliating when hit, not retorting when scolded, insisting on acknowledging Xiao 

Ruyan as his master. 

“Milord, how about I go out and cripple that boy, and directly throw outside the city?” Jiang Taicang said 

ferociously. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile, “No need to care about him. Grind down his disposition first before talking. 

Shuangzhou, I let you all send news out, saying that I want to collect Ancient Spirit Center Fragrant Grass 

and Jadegreen Sacred Flower Stamen. Is it already done?” 

Ruan Shuangzhou bowed and said, “Milord, the news was already let out. Your Excellency really has an 

immense reputation! Hearing that it was milord who wanted to look for these two kinds of spirit 

medicines, each and every one of them all said that they wanted to gift to milord for free. Now, pretty 

much the entire Cloudmarsh City is already stirred up, helping milord to find these two types of spirit 

medicines. But these two kinds of spirit medicines are too rare. Even if it’s the Cloudmarsh City, there 

might not have either.” 

Ao Qian scoffed in contempt and said, “How are they looking on account of milord’s face? They are 

gifting milord a favor. Although the Ancient Spirit Center Fragrant Grass and Jadegreen Sacred Flower 

Stamen are seldom-seen, milord’s favor is clearly more valuable compared to these two things!” 

The matter of Ye Yuan utterly trashing Zuo Qing already spread crazily in Cloudmarsh City these two 

days. 

For some time, the news of Qingyun Zi returning caused a huge commotion, and already became the 

entire Cloudmarsh City’s greatest topic of conversation. 

Qingyun Zi returned domineeringly. Not only did his alchemy Dao strength not decline, but it also 

became even more astonishing instead! With initial-rank Alchemy Emperor strength, utterly trouncing 

the high-rank Alchemy Emperor, Deputy City Lord Zuo Qing. 

This sort of thing was simply inconceivable! 

However, Lord Qingyun Zi was a life-form that accompanied miracles in the first place. It seemed like 

accomplishing to this extent was not something hard to imagine. 

Him being able to escape death in a great calamity and returning to Cloudmarsh City, wasn’t it a miracle 

in itself?” 

One had to know that Lord Qingyun Zi was the alchemist known as closest to Alchemy God. Making him 

owe a favor was too worth it. 
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Ye Yuan said with a smile, “If can really find it, what’s the harm in owing a favor?” 

One sentence, it made Jiang Taicang and Wu Lu both incredibly touched. 

These two kinds of spirit medicines were precisely the high-grade Tier 9 spirit medicines necessary for 

refining the Pure Source Infusion Divine Pill. 

These few days, they had already deeply experienced how heaven-defying His Excellency was. 

Such a heaven-defying existence was actually willing to owe others a favor for them. How could this not 

move them? 

The few people were just talking when a noisy din suddenly sounded out outside the inn. 

Ruan Shuangzhou’s expression changed, and he said, “I’ll go and take a look at what’s the situation!” 

But Ye Yuan waved his hands to stop it and said, “No rush, take a look first.” 

Outside the inn, a young man led a group of people, while opposite them, was just Gu Yue alone. 

“Jian Wushuang, I know that you bear a grudge with my grand-master! Want to find trouble with him, 

go through me first!” Gu Yue had a grim look and said without weakening his imposing manner. 

That young man called Jian Wushuang chortled with laughter and said, “Yo! Never heard before of Ji 

Qingyun accepting disciples in the past. It’s just been 20 years, and he even has a grand-pupil already? 

However ... who the hell are you? To also dare stop this seat?” 

Gu Yue said with a cold smile, “Jian Wushuang, you pursued Spirit Snow Divine King back then but failed 

to win her heart and was even trampled by grand-master like a dog. You actually still dare to come in 

front of him to be insolent!” 

The moment these words came out, everyone was marveling at Gu Yue’s boldness. 

This Jian Wushuang was the young sect master of one of the Eight Great Super Holy Lands, the Heavenly 

Sword Sect. His Sword Dao cultivation pierced the heavens and penetrated the earth. It was said that he 

already had one foot stepped into the ranks of Void Mystic experts. 

“Didn’t think that the Immemorial Medicine Garden opening this time, the Heavenly Sword Sect came 

over too. Jian Wushuang heard that Lord Qingyun Zi came back, he’ll naturally come to find trouble with 

him at the first moment.” 

“Yeah. Back then, Jian Wushuang pursued Spirit Snow Divine King bitterly but failed to win her heart. 

Spirit Snow Divine King only had eyes for Lord Qingyun Zi. The two people are sworn enemies.” 

“Especially when Spirit Snow Divine King suffered serious injuries and stayed for a month’s time at the 

Medicine King Hall with Lord Qingyun Zi in close proximity. After this matter spread out, Jian Wushuang 

hated even more to the bones!” 

“Back then, Jian Wushuang went up to the Medicine King Hall to challenge Lord Qingyun Zi by himself. 

The result was that he was crushed by his divine soul attacks until heaven and earth turned dim, and he 

suffered heavy injuries. If not for that battle, perhaps Jian Wushuang would have long broken through to 

the realm of Void Mystic already!” 



“Looks like Gu Yue is determined to acknowledge Miss Xiao as master, to actually rebuke Jian Wushuang 

to his face! But with Lord Qingyun Zi’s present strength, he’s probably not Jian Wushuang’s match!” 

These two days, the inn where Ye Yuan was at was followed with great interest. Therefore, the moment 

a conflict occurred on that side, it immediately aroused a large group of martial artists’ attention. 

Regarding Jian Wushuang and Ji Qingyun’s various things back then, it was circulated widely in the 

Divine Realm. They were perfectly aware. 

It was just that regarding Ye Yuan’s predicament, they became somewhat worried. 

They knew that Ye Yuan brought along several divine kings. But those few were likely still not a match 

compared to Jian Wushuang. 

While Ye Yuan himself was merely First Level Dao Profound strength. It was even more impossible to be 

Jian Wushuang’s match. 

Gu Yue was domineering too, to actually dare directly tear open Jian Wushuang’s scar in front of so 

many people. 

With him saying that, Jian Wushuang’s aura turned cold. The hairs all over Gu Yue’s body was almost 

standing on its ends. 

Gu Yue knew that Ye Yuan was definitely watching him. Whether or not he could acknowledge him as 

his master would depend on this one chance. He absolutely could not weaken his momentum! 

He might as well resolve his heart and risk it all. 

Gu Yue raised his head high and stuck his chest out, and met Jian Wushuang’s eyes proudly, not the 

slightest bit afraid. 

When Jian Wushuang saw Gu Yue’s attitude, he suddenly laughed and said, “Not bad! Pretty good! Ji 

Qingyun’s grand-pupil indeed have balls! It’s already been many years since anyone dared to speak this 

way to this seat!” 

Gu Yue gave a cold laugh and said, “That is my Lord Grand-Master meeting with a misfortune. 

Otherwise, how can you be qualified to be arrogant in this Divine Realm?” 

Slap! 

The moment Gu Yue’s voice faded, Jian Wushuang’s slap arrived, directly smacking Gu Yue out far away. 

This slap, Jian Wushuang hit it perfectly and did not claim Gu Yue’s life. But struck until half of his face 

swelled up. 

Jian Wushuang slowly walked forward and said with a faint smile, “Talk, carry on talking!” 

Pffft! 

Gu Yue directly spewed out a mouthful of frothy blood, wanting to spray onto Jian Wushuang’s face. 

But what kind of skill did Jian Wushuang had? How could he be dirtied by a nobody like him? 



Gu Yue said with a cold smile, “If not for Grand-Master showing mercy back then, you, this trash, would 

have long become a moron already! Would there still be a chance to flaunt your might in front of this 

young master?” 

Jian Wushuang laughed again and said, “Brat, I know you. These few years in this Cloudmarsh City, you 

still have some fame, claiming to want to catch up to Ji Qingyun that fellow. However, you look, you’re 

already almost dying, and that grand-master of yours is still like a cowardly turtle. He doesn’t dare to 

come out!” 

Done talking, Jian Wushuang pointed his fingers like a sword and lightly pointed forward. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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Rumble! 

Half of the wall behind Gu Yue collapsed with a loud bang! 

But Jian Wushuang’s brows furrowed slightly. His face carried a hint of a shock as he said, “Merging into 

heaven and earth!” 

And right then, Ye Yuan’s figure slowly appeared not far away. His hand was still grabbing Gu Yue’s 

collar. 

Ye Yuan loosened his hand, and Gu Yue plopped down onto the ground. His two eyes were staring wide-

open. Clearly, he still had not come back to his senses. 

That instant just now, he even thought that he was dead for sure. 

Now, he knew that he bet correctly! 

Lord Qingyun Zi really made a move and saved him! 

“Pretty well done!” Ye Yuan’s nonchalant voice transmitted into his ears, akin to a heavenly melody. 

At this time, Ao Qian and the rest also came out in an instant, and they guarded around Ye Yuan’s side. 

Jian Wushuang sized Ye Yuan up with a glance and suddenly let out a huge laugh and said, “Hahaha ... 

the exalted peak Alchemy Emperor, Qingyun Zi, actually ended up in such a plight! Didn’t 

expect, oh, really didn’t expect it! Perhaps this is called, heaven has eyes, right? Don’t you guys think 

so? Hahaha ...” 

Seeing Ye Yuan change a body, furthermore, only had First Level Dao Profound strength at present, the 

delight in his heart welled up limitlessly, making him smile until he grinned from ear to ear. 

Nothing was more satisfying than seeing one’s enemy encountering difficulties. 

Ye Yuan did not speak. He just watched him laugh quietly like that. 

Actually, only he was laughing too. 

In this Cloudmarsh City, everyone was firstly excited by Ye Yuan’s return, and secondly sympathetic. 

Nobody would mock him at all. 
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As for those subordinates that Jian Wushuang brought over, each and every one of them also laughed 

along. It was just that so many people surrounding and watching, their laughter appeared very dry. 

Finally, Jian Wushuang also realized that he was like a clown, before gradually ceasing the laughter. 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said smilingly, “Laughed enough? If you had your fill of laughter, bring your 

men and get lost then. Don’t look for trouble yourself.” 

Jian Wushuang’s face turned black. He discovered that he forever could not find that sense of 

accomplishment in front of Ji Qingyun! 

He had clearly met with a misfortune currently, why was he still being mocked by him? 

“Ji Qingyun, you don’t think that the current you can dismiss me with just a word, right? You’re merely a 

homeless dog right now. Even if I don’t kill you, do you think that Ji Canglan will let you go? Or perhaps, 

do you think I’ll let you off so easily today?” Jian Wushuang said with a cold smile. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Otherwise?” 

Jian Wushuang suddenly discovered that he forever could not keep his cool in front of Ye Yuan. In 

comparison, he was always suppressed by Ji Qingyun. 

Thinking about this, Jian Wushuang could not help switching to a smiling face as he said, “We’ve also not 

met for a long time. The day we met again feels as if a lifetime has passed. Don’t you feel that we should 

have a good talk about the old days and settle the scores?” 

“Am I very close to you? If you still don’t get lost, don’t blame me for not being courteous anymore!” Ye 

Yuan said very calmly. 

“Haha, I want to see just how our Lord Qingyun Zi can be discourteous to me! Could it be by relying on 

that group of trash behind you?” Jian Wushuang said with a loud laugh. 

Hearing Ji Wushuang’s words, the faces of Ao Qian and the rest all turned black. 

Especially Ao Qian, how formidable of an existence was he back then? Now, he was actually looked 

down upon by a junior like so. This simply made him explode with anger. 

But speaking of which, his current strength might even be inferior to Ruan Shuangzhou’s, let alone talk 

about Jian Wushuang. 

“Junior, if this old can recover my strength, I’ll definitely tear that mouth of yours!” Ao Qian gnashed his 

teeth in hatred and said. 

Jian Wushuang said with a loud laugh, “You this old fellow should enter a coffin already! Today, this seat 

can send you on your way.” 

Ye Yuan secretly heaved a sigh in his heart. Each and every one of these fellows, how many years has it 

been, no changes at all. 

Zuo Qing was like that, Jian Wushuang was similarly like so. 

Could it be that they just could not be a little more mature? 



Speaking of which, they were plenty old already, but were still like snotty children, like to go around 

posturing. 

“Fine then. Today’s matter has nothing to do with them. Don’t you want to find trouble with me? What 

do you want to do, state your intention,” Ye Yuan let out a sigh and said. 

Jian Wushuang was stunned when he heard that and immediately burst into laughter and 

said, “Haha, what did I hear? The exalted Lord Qingyun Zi actually lowered his head to me? Did you guys 

see that? Did you guys see that?” 

Seeing Jian Wushuang’s appearance of a despicable person realizing his ambition, the people 

surrounding and watching also showed indignant looks. 

“Sigh, really a tiger landing in a plain gets bullied by dogs! Recalling when Lord Qingyun Zi was at the 

height of his power back then, although he was not adept in martial strength, his divine soul mystic arts 

reached the acme of perfection. Even Void Mystic experts might not gain any advantage at his hands! 

But now ...” 

“Truly a villain intoxicated by success! Back then, Jian Wushuang was pummeled by Lord Qingyun Zi until 

he cried his lungs out.” 

“How could the Spirit Snow Divine King possibly take fancy of this guy? Unless she’s blind! In my view, 

Spirit Snow Divine King and Lord Qingyun Zi, that’s a match made in heaven!” 

These people’s words transmitted into Jian Wushuang’s ears. He was enraged until he trembled all over. 

But a large group of martial artists already gathered at the scene. He could not possibly kill off one by 

one either. He could only cast all of his anger on Ye Yuan. 

“Ji Qingyun, kneel down and kowtow for this seat today. If this seat feels happy, I might really let you 

go. Hahaha ...” Jian Wushuang said with a loud laugh. 

Jian Wushuang completely believed that Ye Yuan was really afraid of him, that was why he would 

compromise out of consideration for the general interest. 

After all, the way he saw it, Ye Yuan’s First Level Dao Profound strength was completely inadequate to 

post the least bit of threat to him. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “Alright, you start kowtowing then. No need for many, three will do. 

Then bring your people and scream, this young master will be able to forgive you.” 

Jian Wushuang’s smile involuntarily stiffened and his face turned black as he pointed at Ye Yuan 

furiously and said, “Ji Qingyun, you tricked me!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Don’t you know that Ji Canglan already stepped into Void Mystic, while you actually 

haven’t broken through yet? Want to become this young master’s opponent, you also got to at least 

learn from Ji Canglan. Your current bit of ability is also fit to be arrogant in front of this young master?” 

Jian Wushuang’s entire body shook from anger. Why had he not broken through to Void Mystic? Wasn’t 

it still thanks to Ye Yuan? 



For so many years, Ji Qingyun had always been his inner-demon. He was already stuck at the gates of 

Void Mystic for very long. But every time he almost broke through, Ji Qingyun’s shadow could not be 

wiped away. 

Therefore, that was why he would come to the Immemorial Medicine Garden this time, wanting to find 

an opportunity to break through. 

It was just that he never thought that he would encounter the Ji Qingyun who reincarnated the moment 

he came! 

“Very good. I want to see on what basis a First Level Dao Profound dares to be so wildly arrogant!” 

Jian Wushuang’s longsword swung. A terrifying sword intent headed for Ye Yuan grandly. 

But right at the same time, a terrifying energy undulation also spread out from Ye Yuan there. 

Ye Yuan already took out a fire rod at goodness knows when. An outrageous strength gushed out and 

was actually even stronger than his sword intent! 

Rumble! 

Caught by surprise, Jian Wushuang was directly smashed out far away. He vomited a mouthful of blood. 

“Since you knew that I came back, didn’t you hear that I have a divine artifact in possession?” Ye Yuan 

look at Jian Wushuang with pity and said coolly. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1039: Extreme Sword Divine King! 

“D-Divine artifact! It’s really a divine artifact! Lord Qingyun Zi actually has a divine artifact in 

possession!” 

No need for Ye Yuan to say, the others also felt the pressure of a divine artifact. Each and every one was 

incomparably shocked. 

A divine artifact coming into being was already not some secret in the Divine Realm long ago. 

It was just that they did not expect that Lord Qingyun Zi actually had a divine artifact in possession too! 

Regarding the divine artifact, Ye Yuan already could not be bothered to conceal it anymore either. This 

matter would spread sooner or later and could not be concealed at all. 

Jian Wushuang struggled to his feet. Wiping away the fresh blood at the corners of his mouth, he used a 

dumbstruck gaze to look at Ye Yuan as he said, “You … How can you possibly have a divine artifact?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Why can’t I have a divine artifact? So … you can get lost already, right?” 

Currently, Jian Wushuang felt aggrieved to the max! 

Ji Qingyun revived and only had First Level Dao Profound strength currently. While he was already 

standing on the cusp of Void Mystic powerhouses. 
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Originally thought that he could casually knead Ji Qingyun. Did not think that Ji Qingyun actually brought 

out a divine artifact, this kind of great killing tool. He was still unable to do anything to Ji Qingyun! 

Could it be that in this life, I, Jian Wushuang, would have to be completely trampled underfoot by this 

fellow? 

Jian Wushuang knew that Ye Yuan did not unleash the true power of the divine artifact just now. 

Otherwise, he would probably not be getting injured that simple. 

As long as Ye Yuan had the divine artifact in his hands, he would not be able to gain any advantage. 

Jian Wushuang gritted his teeth and said to his subordinates, “Let’s go! Ji Qingyun, our score isn’t over!” 

Jian Wushuang’s threat appeared rather feeble. 

The might of a divine artifact, everyone knew. 

Unless it was a Void Mystic Realm powerhouse, otherwise, no one could gain any advantage under Ye 

Yuan’s hands at all. 

As long as Ye Yuan was willing to pay a sufficient price, he could even exterminate Jian Wushuang just 

now. 

When Ye Yuan was still at Phaseless Realm, he could already rely on the Sacred Dragon Token to dance 

around with Divine King powerhouses. Now that he advanced to Dao Profound, the Sacred Dragon 

Token could naturally unleash even great power in his hands. 

When those surrounding martial artists saw this scene, they were all incomparably shocked. 

They originally thought that Ye Yuan coming back anew, but only had First Level Dao Profound strength, 

was a little shabby. 

But through this battle, Ye Yuan finally revealed his fangs! 

He naturally had some reliance to dare openly appear in Cloudmarsh City. 

“Since you came, what are you hiding your head but showing your tail for? Come on out?” After Jian 

Wushuang left, Ye Yuan suddenly said. 

Ao Qian and the rest were all startled. They all did not notice that there was actually still an expert 

spying by the side! 

A youth in pale-blue long robes slowly walked out from the void, looked at Ye Yuan, and said with a faint 

smile, “Huhu, Younger Brother Ji, long time no see! Really didn’t think that there would be a day where 

we’d meet again still!” 

Seeing the arrival, Ye Yuan’s brows finally smoothened out. Clearly, he was very happy. 

“Honestly speaking, I myself didn’t expect it either!” 

Ye Yuan laughed and had a bear bug with the blue-robed youth. It looked like the two people’s 

relationship was very close. 



“Extreme Sword Divine King! That’s Lord Qingyun Zi’s sworn friend till death! Extreme Sword Divine 

King!” In the crowd, someone suddenly cried out in shock. 

Extreme Sword Divine King, Kuang Tianming, was one of the few Void Mystic powerhouses in the Divine 

Realm. 

Although not in the ranking of the Ten Great Divine Kings, nobody dared to underestimate his strength 

either. 

Furthermore, anyone in the Divine Realm all knew that the Extreme Sword Divine Realm and Qingyun Zi 

were sworn friends of life and death with an extremely good relationship. 

Back then when Ye Yuan created the Falling Flower Floating Zero, it was precisely the Extreme Sword 

Divine King who was beside him. 

After the bear hug, Ye Yuan’s face turned cold, and he said, “Thundercry, aren’t you scramming yet? Do 

you wish to stay behind to drink a cup of tea?” 

Everyone was alarmed once again and could not help exchanging glances. Could it be that within this 

void, it actually still hid a powerhouse? 

“Thundercry? Could it be the Thundercry Divine King, Wu Yuanqiao? He and the Extreme Sword Divine 

King are implacable enemies. It was said that he wasn’t on good terms with Lord Qingyun Zi either. 

Looks like 80% it’s him.” 

Just as everyone was guessing it, a cold snort came from the void. “Ji Qingyun, your current bit of 

strength also dare to barely manage to be presumptuous in front of this seat?! Once the Immemorial 

Medicine Garden opens, I hope that you can come out from inside alive!” 

Done talking, there were no longer undulations in the void. Clearly, he already left here. 

Kuang Tianming said with a bitter smile, “Why did you have to provoke him?” 

Ye Yuan said smilingly, “If I don’t provoke him, do you think that he’d let me off?” 

Kuang Tianming could not help laughing as he said, “Makes sense! However … you coming back this time 

gave me a huge shock! After you break through to the Divine King Realm, even I might not be your 

match anymore as well!” 

Ye Yuan said disdainfully, “The Extreme Sword Divine King is matchlessly tyrannical. Since when has he 

been so modest before?” 

The two people exchanged a look but burst into laughter. 

Seeing an old friend, Ye Yuan also had a rare occurrence of joy and said with a smile, “Come, today, not 

going back without getting drunk!” 

“Haha! Competing in drinking capacity, you’re not my match!” Kuang Tianming said with a loud laugh. 

The two people put their arms around the shoulders and strutted away. 



“G-Grand-Master, I … I …” At this time, the Gu Yue who did not dare to make a sound by the side the 

whole time suddenly spoke up. 

The moment Ye Yuan heard, he could not help stopping his footsteps and said with a smile, “Who are 

you in the Southern Gu Family?” 

Gu Yue’s expression involuntarily changed when he heard and said in surprise, “Turns out … turns out 

that Grand-Master actually already saw through it?” 

Kuang Tianming scolded with a laugh, “You foolish boy! What kind of judgment does Qingyun Zi have? 

Unless you don’t use alchemy skills in front of him, otherwise, how can your little games escape his 

arcane eyes?” 

Gu Yue could not help smiling embarrassedly. His face was smacked by Jian Wushuang until it swelled 

up. This smile was ugly to the extreme. 

Ye Yuan casually took out a medicinal pill and threw it to Gu Yue, saying, “Although you hid it very well, 

the Southern Gu Family’s Crisscross Flowing Wind pill refining style is imprinted in the bones. People 

with discerning eyes can tell that it comes from the Southern Gu Family with a glance. Who is Gu 

Tianhua to you?” 

The Southern Gu Family was a mysterious alchemy faction in the Divine Realm. The family clan’s 

alchemy skills were very formidable. It was just that they rarely moved about in the Divine Realm. 

Hence, people who knew were not many. 

Gu Yue consumed Ye Yuan’s medicinal pill. The swelling on his face faded away very quickly. The internal 

injuries were also recovering very quickly. His entire person’s essence, energy, and spirit immediately 

improved substantially. 

Hearing Ye Yuan mention Gu Tianhua this name, Gu Yue said difficultly, “Gu Tianhua … is precisely my 

father!” 

Ye Yuan froze and laughed in spite of himself as he said, “Gu Tianhua’s strength is extremely powerful. 

His understanding of alchemy Dao is also extremely deep. But you came to enter under my tutelage. If 

he knows, wouldn’t he skin you?” 

Ye Yuan also did not think that this Gu Yue was actually the descendant of an acquaintance. 

Gu Tianhua was an alchemy path powerhouse who rose up in the same era as Ye Yuan. Calculating 

according to the time, his present alchemy Dao strength would not be beneath Zuo Qing’s no matter 

what. 

Back then, Ye Yuan rampaged in all directions in Cloudmarsh City, his fame shaking the Divine Realm. It 

also drew this Gu Tianhua over. 

The result was without any suspense at all. Gu Tianhua was crushed by Ye Yuan until no patch of skin 

was left unscathed. 

However, Gu Tianhua’s strength in alchemy Dao, Ye Yuan still quite acknowledged it. 



The Southern Gu Family’s alchemy skills formed its own style and had quite a bit of skill. Ye Yuan also 

learned quite a few things from Gu Tianhua. 

He did not expect that after time went by, his own disciples actually competed with Gu Tianhua’s son. 

Moreover, was crushed once again … 
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Gu Yue shook his head and said, “No way! The person Father admires the most is Grand-Master! If he 

knew that I entered Grand-Master’s tutelage, he’d be very relieved instead.” 

Ye Yuan pondered for a moment and said coolly, “Since that’s the case, you follow Ruyan first and be an 

in-name disciple then.” 

The moment Gu Yue heard, he could not help becoming overjoyed. He did a kowtow towards Xiao 

Ruyan and repeatedly called out ‘master.’ 

Xiao Ruyan repeatedly shook her head and said, “My strength isn’t much stronger compared to him 

either. How can I be his master?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “As the saying goes, those who reached first can teach. Your foundation is much 

more solid than his. You can naturally be the teacher.” 

Xiao Ruyan pouted and said somewhat unwillingly, “Fine then ...” 

... 

After three rounds of drinks, Kuang Tianming sighed slightly and said, “Younger Brother Ji, this foolish 

brother has done you wrong!” 

Ye Yuan glanced at Kuang Tianming and said with a sigh, “Oh Old Kuang, having a brother like you is my 

fortune. The hidden injuries on your body should be left behind by Ji Canglan, right?” 

Actually, the moment he laid eyes on Kuang Tianming, Ye Yuan knew that his condition was not right. 

Carefully studying in detail this time, he saw through the injuries on Kuang Tianming. It was caused by 

the Eight Extreme Sword Art. 

Kuang Tianming was stupefied and said with a bitter smile, “Nothing can be hidden from you, this 

punk!” 

“In this world, how many people are more familiar with the Eight Extreme Sword Art than me? Your 

breathing is disorderly, and there are several streaks of sword qi faintly exuding from your body. You 

probably already almost can’t suppress it anymore, right? If not for this case, with your personality, how 

could you get involved with the Immemorial Medicine Garden, this messy situation?” Ye Yuan’s gaze 

looked at Kuang Tianming heatedly as he said. 

Kuang Tianming’s disposition was carefree and uninhibited. He pursued the limits of sword Dao whole-

heartedly and never took foreign objects to heart. Although the Immemorial Medicine Garden had many 

natural treasures, Kuang Tianming did not take fancy on them. 
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If not for sustaining severe injuries, it was also impossible for him to come to this Immemorial Medicine 

Garden, wanting to find spirit medicines to treat his injuries. 

“Yeah! The Immemorial Medicine Garden’s undulations this time is uncommon. Large quantities of 

seldom-seen spirit medicines already appeared at the peripherals. Most likely, the Immemorial Medicine 

Garden opening this time, there will be precious treasures coming into being. Quite a number of Void 

Mystic experts probably wouldn’t be able to endure the loneliness,” Kuang Tianming said. 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “I’ve also discovered that the entire Cloudmarsh City’s essence 

energy seems to be considerably more plentiful compared to in the past. Looks like the Immemorial 

Medicine Garden opening this time is rather extraordinary.” 

“A great era is coming. This Immemorial Medicine Garden also can’t endure the loneliness anymore! 

Undercurrents are surging in the Divine Realm. Divine artifacts coming into being one after another, 

perhaps ... this is our lucky chance! It’s just that I never thought that younger brother, you, actually 

obtained a divine artifact too!” Kuang Tianming said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Misfortune might be a blessing in disguise. Had another lucky encounter in 

this life, that’s how I acquire the dragon race’s supreme treasure.” 

Ye Yuan thought to himself, what I acquired is not just a simple divine artifact! Between the Vast Heaven 

Stele and the Sacred Dragon Token, the degree of terror of the former is still far above the Sacred Dragon 

Token. 

It was just that these two items’ implications were too serious. Ye Yuan would not easily spread the 

news out. 

“Alright, enough nonsense. I’ll suppress the sword qi in your body for you first. Or else, at this rate, 

before the Immemorial Medicine Garden opens, you’re probably going to become a cripple already,” Ye 

Yuan said. 

Kuang Tianming nodded his head. He also knew that his own body could not delay anymore. 

Fortunately, he ran into Ye Yuan. Otherwise, the consequences would really be too ghastly to imagine. 

After several hours, Ye Yuan’s fingers suddenly tapped onto Kuang Tianming’s back, leaving illusionary 

images. 

“Puhwark ...” 

Kuang Tianming immediately vomited a mouthful of blood. But the complexion on his face became 

much better. 

“I’ve troubled you, Younger Brother ...” Kuang Tianming said. 

But Ye Yuan frowned and said, “I didn’t think that Ji Canglan’s strength is actually powerful to such a 

degree already! Looks like being able to escape from his hands the last time was really a fluke!” 

Kuang Tianming nodded and said, “Back then, I heard of the Medicine King Hall’s accident and the news 

of you, Younger Brother’s demise. I was immediately filled with righteous indignation and immediately 

charged up to the Medicine King Hall. I didn’t expect that at that time, Ji Canglan already cultivated to 



the eighth extreme! I didn’t last more than a few moves under his hands before being defeated, nearly 

losing my life at his hands. Even so, his sword intent was still akin to bone-festering maggots, wreaking 

havoc inside my body.” 

Extreme Sword Divine King, Kuang Tianming, had long already stepped into the realm of Void Mystic 80 

years ago. 

Compared to Ji Canglan, he should be a veteran Void Mystic expert. 

But that time they exchanged blows 20 years ago, Kuang Tianming was actually not his match already. 

Now that 20 years had passed, Ji Canglan’s strength would only be even more terrifying. 

For Ye Yuan to be able to succeed the last time, on the one hand was Ji Canglan underestimating the 

enemy. On the other hand, it was Ye Yuan who caught him overly unawares. 

Ji Canglan also did not expect that Ye Yuan actually used a self-harming method and breached his Divine 

King domain. 

And also did not think that Ye Yuan actually still had such a terrifying divine artifact in possession. 

If he was long prepared, it would be impossible for Ye Yuan to succeed. 

Ye Yuan’s expression became rather ugly but forced the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood out of his body. 

“Take it. Nourish it for a while inside your body. It should be able to eradicate the powers of lightning 

within your body. Looks like you had enough to choke on being hunted down by Wu Yuanqiao these few 

days. The injuries within your body are so severe. It’s probably also thanks to him, right?” Ye Yuan 

seethed with killing intent as he said. 

He helped Kuang Tianming to treat his injuries just now and discovered that within his body not only had 

the eight extreme sword qi, but there was also still a lightning power with very strong destructive force. 

Originally, these powers of lightning was not a big deal. But Kuang Tianming was unable to purge the 

eight extreme sword qi in the first place. These powers of lightning undoubtedly piled on a disaster on 

top of someone who was already unfortunate. 

Currently, the aura in Kuang Tianming’s body was incomparably chaotic and already almost could not be 

suppressed. 

Ye Yuan expended a Herculean effort before barely managing to seal the eight extreme sword qi with an 

extremely brilliant method. But this could only alleviate the symptoms and not treat the root. 

Before long, the eight extreme sword qi would still break through the seal. At that time, Kuang 

Tianming’s condition would be even more severe. 

Kuang Tianming knew that he could not hide it and could only nod his head and say, “Ever since that guy 

knew that I suffered injuries, he kept on chasing me down. Today, if not for being apprehensive of your 

divine artifact, he probably wouldn’t leave so easily either. However ... you actually even have a rare 

object like the Origin Magnetism Spirit Wood. Furthermore, it’s even Tier 9. Truly makes me incredibly 



shocked! If Thundercry that fellow knows that you have this object, he’ll probably want to obtain it at all 

costs.” 

Ye Yuan said viciously, “I’m still afraid that he wouldn’t come! Alright, this period of time, you 

recuperate well. As for the matter of medicinal pills, don’t need you to worry. Leave it all to me!” 

Kuang Tianming did not know the inside story and said in surprise, “Younger Brother, I’m not doubting 

your strength. It’s just that ... in your present state, you probably can’t refine the medicinal pills I need, 

right?” 

Ye Yuan was merely First Level Dao Profound strength currently. Even counting in that his previous life’s 

alchemy skills and experiences were all there, it was also not possible to refine medicinal pills that a Void 

Mystic expert needed. 

He naturally did not know that Ye Yuan’s soul force was long not constrained by cultivation realm 

already. Furthermore, he even comprehended Divine Dao laws. 

His alchemy skills were already no longer what it was! 

“Huhu, when have your younger brother, I, done unreliable things? You just have to recuperate at ease 

will do,” Ye Yuan said with a chuckle. 


